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Advancing Models 
of Mission
Evaluating the Past and 
Looking to the Future [EMS 29]

Kenneth Nehrbass (Editor)

 Advancing Models of Mission reflects on 
the missionaries and models of the past 
and reconsiders current models, all with 
the aim of looking toward the future of 
evangelical mission. Readers can learn 
about the contexts of the past that shaped 
our current missiological models while 
listening to diverse voices describe how 
those models are experienced considering 
our changing realities.

238-page Paperback: $17.99 | eBook: $9.99

Majority World 
Theologies
Theologizing from Africa, Asia, 
Latin America, and the Ends of 
the Earth [EMS 26] 

Allen Yeh & Tite Tiénou 
(Editors) 

As Christianity’s center of gravity has 
shifted to the Majority World, many 
younger churches in Africa, Asia, and Latin 
America are now coming of age. With this 
maturing comes the ability to theologize for 
themselves, not simply to mimic what they 
have been taught from the West. As theology 

is an attempt to articulate through human language, culture, and contexts the timeless 
truths of the eternal and transcendent God, Majority World churches have much to 
offer the West and the world, as they contribute to a greater understanding of God, 
discipleship, and mission.

224-page Paperback: $16.99 | eBook: $9.99

Honor, Shame, 
and the Gospel
Reframing Our Message 
and Ministry

Christopher Flanders 
& Werner Mischke (Editors) 

 In Honor, Shame, and the Gospel, over a 
dozen practitioners and scholars from diverse 
contexts and fields add to the ongoing 
conversation around the theological and 
missiological implications of an honorific 
gospel. Eight illuminating case studies 
explore ways to make disciples in a diversity 
of social contexts—for example, East Asian 
rural, Middle Eastern refugee, African tribal, 
and Western secular urban.

240-page Paperback: $17.99 | eBook: $9.99

Communications 
in Mission
Global Opportunities and 
Challenges [EMS 30]

Dean, Moreau, Russell, and 
Scheuermann (Editors)

Communication has always been the 
heartbeat of God’s interaction with 
humankind, and without thoughtful 
communication, mission is not fully 
effective. With the rise of technology and 
social media, the church faces a unique set 
of opportunities. 
With case studies that span the globe, 

Communication in Mission doesn’t shy away from today’s complex issues. It pulls 
together diverse voices calling for careful and intentional communication in the 
ongoing work of missions. Full of hope, this book looks forward to the gospel being 
received as Good News around the globe.

 220-page Paperback: $16.99 | eBook: $9.99
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Research and Academic

Perspectives on the World Christian Movement
Reader, 4th Edition

Ralph D. Winter, Steven C. Hawthorne (Editors)

Perspectives on the World Christian Movement presents a multi-faceted collection of readings exploring the 
biblical, historical, cultural, and strategic dimensions of world evangelization.
Every one of the 170 articles and side bars offers practical wisdom enabling Christians to labor together in bold, 
biblical hope to finish the task of seeing that Christ is named and followed among all the peoples of the earth.
The Fourth Edition contains over 60 articles and sidebars that are new to this edition. Many articles have been 
updated and revised. Available in English, French, and Spanish.

804-page Paperback:  $39.99 | eBook: $24.99

Biblical Foundations for Missiology

Mission in the Way 
of Daniel
Empowering Believers to Live 
into God’s Plan

Edward L. Smither (Author)

Mission in the Way of Daniel probes mission 
theology and practice in the Old Testament, 
exploring the story of Daniel through the 
lenses of missions history and missions 
practice. Providing relevant application for 
contemporary issues like diaspora, power 
encounters, and divine favor in mission, the 
themes progress the ongoing conversation 
about how to do mission.

122-page Paperback: $9.99 | eBook: $7.99

Ephesiology
A Study of the Ephesian 
Movement

Michael T. Cooper (Author)

Ephesiology offers a comprehensive view 
of the redemptive movement of the Holy 
Spirit in Ephesus and compels us to ask 
the question: how can we effectively 
connect Christ to our culture? Through 
this study of a movement, discover how 
the Holy-Spirit still changes lives, cities, 
and the world. 
Named “Best Missiology Book of 2020” 
by Readers of Catalyst Services

234-page Paperback: $15.99 | eBook: $9.99

 French

 English

 Spanish

Missiological Research
Interdisciplinary Foundations, 
Methods, and Integration

Marvin Gilbert, Alan R. Johnson, 
and Paul W. Lewis (Editors)

This comprehensive volume is one you will pull off your 
shelf again and again as you delve into missiological 
study. The editors could not have made a more 
thorough or straight-forward volume that will serve 
researchers across disciplines. Each chapter succinctly 
defines the method, summarizes its process, suggests 
resources for more advanced interaction, and provides 
an exemplar journal article with abstract.

 406-page Paperback: $32.99
 eBook: $9.99
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Spiritual Formation

Spirit Walk (Special Edition)
The Extraordinary Power of Acts of Ordinary People 

Steve Smith  (Author)

In Spirit Walk (Special Edition), Steve Smith lays out a biblical framework for understanding 
the Holy Spirit‘s work, knowing Him intimately, and being filled with His power to 
accomplish His purposes. The extraordinary power we see at work in Acts is still available to 
every believer today, whether you need a movement of God in your personal life or in your 
ministry. We need only believe what the word of God says and put it into practice! 

206-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99

Spirit Walk Study Guide
A Framework for Transformational Thinking 
about the Future of World Mission

L. Stone and Laura Smith (Authors)

Spirit Walk: Study Guide is designed for either individual or small group use. In eight 
sessions of five days each, it guides you through the process of digesting biblical 
paradigms, surrendering to the Holy Spirit, being filled with the Holy Spirit, and 
cultivating an authentic relationship with Him. Along the way you will learn practices 
and rhythms for long-term spiritual growth.

106-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99

Journey With Me
Spiritual Formation for Global Workers

Herbert F. Lamp, Jr.  (Author)

Have you ever wondered, “Is this all there is to life 
and ministry with the Lord?” “Why am I so tired all 
the time?” “How can I grow in my intimacy with God 
in practical ways?” “Am I so busy doing that I have 
forgotten how to be with God?”

As ministry workers, we too often face these questions 
because we too often expect a thriving personal 
relationship with God to be an outcome of our 
ministry. Journey With Me illustrates that ministry 
is the result of the overflow of our relationship with 
God, rather than vice versa. Exploring over fifteen 

ancient spiritual graces—such as Lectio Divina, rule of life, silence and solitude, and prayer of Examen. 
Herbert F. Lamp, Jr. invites us to prioritize soul care, rather than treating ministry as a replacement for 
intimacy. In the process of knowing and being known, God fills us up with his love, joy, peace, and 
wisdom. Only then can we minister to others, balancing a heart for God with hands for service.

192-page Paperback: $16.99 | eBook: $9.99

Unity through 
Repentance
The Journey to Wittenberg 2017 

Thomas Cogdell (Author)

Can a 500-year-old conflict be healed? 
Most Christians will agree that God has a desire 
to reconcile all peoples to himself—but few 
are willing to explore God’s fierce resolve to 
reconcile us to each other.
 Unity through Repentance emphasizes spiritual 
formation and conflict resolution, underscoring 
the importance of unity in the body of Christ 
for world evangelism. This book provides fresh 
inspiration for the global church to fulfill Jesus’s 
prayer for missions: Make them one ...  
so that the world will believe.

236-page Paperback: $15.99 | eBook: $9.99

Spirituality 
in Mission
Embracing the Lifelong 
Journey

John Amalraj, Geoffrey W. 
Hahn, and Willian D. Taylor 
(Editors)

Authors from eighteen countries give us 
their perspectives on biblical principles 
and cultural expressions of spirituality, 
particularly as the church engages in 
God’s mission. The anthology of texts 
enriches our understanding of the depth 
and the meaning of being spiritual and 
the diversity of forms to live out the 
Christian faith.

438-page Paperback: $29.99 | eBook: $9.99

Made to Love
Being a Fearless 
Follower of Jesus

Geoff Peters (Author)

God’s message was simple, and 
we’ve made it complicated—
allowing fear, shame, culture-
locked language, and traditions 
to stop us from aligning 
ourselves with God’s heart for 
the world. In Made to Love, Geoff 
Peters sheds light on the deeper 
story for why we are here and 
addresses the great divide between what we are called to do and what we 
actually do. He also lovingly points toward places where we, as ministry 
leaders, may have failed those we seek to serve.

160-page Paperback:  $11.99 | eBook: $9.99
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Mobilizing Gen Z
Challenges and 
Opportunities for the Global 
Age of Missions

Jolene Erlacher & Katy 
White (Authors)

 In Mobilizing Gen Z, Jolene Erlacher 
and Katy White blend leading research 
with the voices of current mission 
practitioners to unpack the dynamics 
behind our changing culture and the 
resulting impact on the church. And 
perhaps not-so-surprisingly, they reach 
the conclusion that God has already 
provided a solution for such a time as 
this—Gen Z (b. 1996–2010).

194-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99

Pipeline
Engaging the Church in 
Missionary Mobilization

David and Lorene Wilson 
(Authors)

The Great Commission was not just a 
suggestion by our Lord, but an imperative 
mandate given to his followers. Missionary 
sending agencies are deploying workers 
to the field, but many of them come 
from disengaged churches that are not 
producing well-equipped disciples. We 
need a fully integrated global supply 
chain—a pipeline—that has disciples as the 
precious commodity, as well as an effective 
infrastructure to distribute and replicate 

them around the globe.

368-page Paperback: $19.99 | eBook: $9.99

A Third of Us
What It Takes to Reach 
the Unreached 

Marvin J. Newell (Author)

 Today, over three billion people, a third of 
humanity, have yet to hear the good news of 
Jesus. In light of this staggering need, Marv 
Newell explores the five Great Commission 
passages, where Jesus methodically unfolds 
the essence of the disciples’ task. A Third of 
Us is not just an invitation to be aware of the 
need, but a rally cry for today’s disciples to 
respond. Writing to the whole body of Christ, 
Newell casts a vision for multiple ways to get 
involved in reaching the unreached.

136-page Paperback: $10.99 | eBook: $9.99

Mobilization

Millennials 
and Mission
A Generation Faces 
a Global Challenge

Jim & Judy Raymo (Authors)

This book focuses on the passing of 
the torch in cross-cultural missions and 
church ministry to the Millennial gener-
ation. They highlight the strengths and 
weaknesses of this populous group born 
between 1982 and 2000, comparing 
and contrasting its characteristics with 
those of the Baby Boomers and Gen 
Xers. In spite of the challenges ahead, 
Millennials and Mission gives a clearly 
optimistic picture of the Millennial 

generation’s potential contribution to the accomplishing of the Great Commission.

152-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99

An award winning bi-monthly magazine 
with top-tier missions practitioners and missiologist 
contributing to the latest and greatest movements 
of Christ around the world. If you want to hear stories 
from the field, cutting-edge thinking and practices, 
then this is a relevant and engaging chronicle 
for every level of missions-minded individual.

SUBSCRIBE @ missionfrontiers.org
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 Forthcoming

Ministry to Muslims

Zúme Training
Multiplying Disciples

Curtis Sergeant  (Author)

Zúme’s simple training in multiplication principles can unlock believers from unfruitful 
lives. The Zúme Handbook aims to equip and empower ordinary Christ-followers 
to saturate the globe with multiplying disciples in our generation. In ten interactive 
sessions, learn basic disciple-making and simple church-planting principles, processes, 
and practices. And then, people like you and me, who are willing to say yes to God, can 
spark a movement. “The Kingdom of Heaven is like a woman who took zúme [yeast] 
and mixed it into a large amount of flour until it was all leavened” (Matt 13:33).

150-page Paperback only: $12.99

The Only One
Living Fully In, By, and For God

Curtis Sergeant (Author)

Designed to be read, processed, shared, and used to 
equip others, The Only One is a tool to not only grow 
as a disciple, but also to make and multiply disciples. 
This is about living into a greater impact on the world 
and the purpose for which God designed you. It’s time 
to experience life with Him, and others, as a joyful and 
exciting adventure—read this book and get started! 

 216-page Paperback: $14.99
 eBook: $4.99

Stick Figures 
Save the World
Drawing Simply to Share Jesus Well

Pam Arlund (Author)

In Stick Figures Save the World, you will learn to draw 
Bible stories in a simple way to equip even the newest 
follower of Jesus to pass on what they have learned 
to another. This method works when drawn in the dirt 
of a remote village or on a napkin in a coffeehouse. 
Whether you are trying to reach your own children, the 
neighbors, or a person across the world, this book can 
show you how.

 152-page Paperback: $11.99
 eBook: $9.99

Discipleship

Walking Together 
on the Jesus Road
Discipling in Intercultural Contexts

Evelyn and Richard Hibbert (Authors)

 Christians who serve Jesus among people from a 
different culture than their own often struggle to find 
a good way to disciple people. Walking Together on 
the Jesus Road addresses this need by guiding readers 
through three essential practices for making disciples 
across cultures: listening to disciples to get to know 
them and their context, focusing on relationships 
with Christ, fellow disciples, and others, and enabling 
disciples to live out their faith in culturally relevant ways.

 232-page Paperback: $15.99 
 eBook: $9.99
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Insider Movements

Insider Church
Ekklesia and the Insider Paradigm

S. T. Antonio (Author)

In the last few decades, the Church has witnessed 
a growing harvest of Muslim-background believers 
coming to Christ. However, a divide remains over 
whether the “insider” paradigm contributes to the 
flourishing and multiplication of healthy, biblical 
churches among Muslims. Starting with the identity-
shaping narrative of the people of God, Antonio digs 
deep into the nature of biblical ekklesia from multiple 
angles—local and universal, visible and invisible, the 
classical “marks” of the church, and missional identity. 
He uncovers the roots and contours of the ecclesial 
vision of the insider paradigm. Insider Church provides 
an innovative diagnosis of a paradigm that has 
been surrounded by controversy, challenging it with 
constructive analysis for multiplying biblical churches 
among Muslims.

 236-page Paperback: $16.99 
 eBook: $9.99

Mobilizing 
Movements
Leadership Insights 
for Discipling Whole Nations

Murray Moerman (Author)

As record numbers of people respond to 
Christ, a need for community, structure, and 
leadership is emerging. Disciple-making 
and church planting must extend to the 
most remote areas of every people group 
and nation to assist individuals as they 
come to Christ. Lasting movements build on 
specific traits and strategies in both teams 
and leadership. Murray Moerman provides 
realistic expectations of what it takes to 

facilitate a movement and how to gain the support of various partners needed for long-
term success, resulting in whole-nation church planting saturation. Based on years of 
research, Mobilizing Movements contains both practical and spiritual elements.

286-page Paperback: $19.99 | eBook: $9.99

Movements
Motus Dei
The Movement of God 
to Disciple the Nations

Warrick Farah (Editor)

Warrick Farah facilitates an extensive 
conversation between global mission 
practitioners, scholars, and seasoned 
movement leaders, investigating of an 
emerging “movements missiology,” 
highlighting the importance of theology, 
social sciences, ethnology and anthropology, 
communications theory, leadership theory, 
and statistical analysis. Motus Dei locates 
the current Church Planting Movement 
phenomenon within modern history, while 
tracing its roots back to the first century, and 

articulates a missiological description of the dynamics of Disciple Making Movements in 
Asia, Africa, and diaspora contexts in the Global North.

376-page Paperback: $26.99 | eBook: $9.99

Understanding Insider 
Movements
Disciples of Jesus within Diverse 
Religious Communities

Harley Talman, John Jay Travis (Editors)

For the first time in history, large numbers of 
people from the world’s major non-Christian 
religions are following Jesus as Lord. Surprisingly 
for many Western Christians, they are choosing 
to do so within the religious communities of their 
birth and outside of institutional Christianity.  How 
does this work, and how should we respond to 
these movements? This long-awaited anthology 
brings together some of the best writings on 
the topic of insider movements. Diverse voices 
explore this phenomenon from the perspectives 
of Scripture, history, theology, missiology, and the 
experience and identity of insider believers.

 719-page Paperback: $39.95 
 eBook: $19.99

Muslim Insider 
Christ Followers
Their Theological and Missional Frames

Jan Hendrik Prenger (Author)

Are Muslim insider Christ followers real believers? Are 
they Muslims or Christians? Does that matter? The set 
of voices sorely missing from the hot debate of “insider 
movements” has been that of the insiders themselves. 
This book finally breaks that silence. Henk Prenger 
researched the views of 26 Muslim insider Christ followers 
who are leaders in their movements. Prenger presents 
their views on 21 theology-proper topics such as God, man, 
the gospel, sin, Satan, the cross, heaven and hell, the Bible, 
and our mandate. He plotted these views in a theological/
missional framework with four paradigms: Fundamental, 
Ecumenical, Integral, and Global. This M-Framework 
is a powerful catalyst for honest conversations about 
theological paradigms that inform how we approach 
insider movements and the kingdom of God on earth.

364-pg. Paperback: $26.99 | eBook: $9.99
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The Burden of 
Baggage
First-Generation Issues in 
Coming to Christ

Roy Oksnevad (Author)

 Every person coming to Christ has 
baggage, but a first-generation 
believer coming from little or no 
connection to Christianity, has an 
uncommon amount of cultural 
baggage. The Burden of Baggage 
explores how the cultural upbringing 
is expressed in the personal, 
interpersonal, family, leadership, 
and spiritual applications of church 
life—contributing to both the 
strengths and weaknesses of the new 
generation of believers.

208-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99

Clues to Africa, 
Islam, and the 
Gospels
Insights for New Workers

Colin Bearup  (Author)

 Drawing on decades of engagement 
in Africa, Colin Bearup has compiled 
a thoughtful collection of questions, 
insights, and narratives to guide the 
reader into a deeper appreciation 
for the nuances of African Islamic 
worldviews. A winsome and practical 
book of hard-won wisdom, Clues 
to Africa, Islam, and the Gospel is 
destined to become a go-to resource 
for those working on the continent.

120-page Paperback: $9.99 | eBook: $5.99

Fruit to Harvest
New Disciples Planting Fruit-Bearing 
Communities of Faith

Gene Daniels, Pam Arlund, Jim Haney 
(Editors)

Fruit to Harvest is a selection of keen insights about 
ministry to Muslims, drawn from a culturally diverse 
team of contributors from more than twenty countries. 
In this follow-up to the book From Seed to Fruit, you will 
join a global mission conversation located at one of the 
leading edges of gospel advance—the world of Islam.

 236-page Paperback: $14.99
 eBook: $9.99

Calling on the Prophets
In Christian Witness to Muslims

Colin Bearup (Author)

Calling on the Prophets offers helpful, practical 
conversational habits to initiate, navigate, and steer 
conversations through the common ground of our 
prophetic heritage. This is not a method to replace 
all others; it is an extra ability to add to our skill 
set. In the first four chapters, Colin Bearup lays out 
the principles and sets ground rules for respectful, 
fruitful conversations. The next ten chapters apply 
these principles to fourteen Bible characters known 
to Muslims as prophets. If we master the approach, 
we can engage in these example conversations and 
successfully delve into others.

 110-page Paperback: $9.99
 eBook: $7.99

Margins of Islam
Ministry in Diverse Muslim Contexts

Gene Daniels, Warrick Farah (Editors)

What do you do when “Islam” does not adequately 
describe the Muslims you know? Margins of Islam 
brings together a collection of missionary scholar-
practitioners who explain their own approaches to a 
diversity of Muslims across the world. Each chapter 
deals with concepts that are different from the 
way Islam is traditionally presented. These crucial 
differences may be theological, socio-political, ethnic, 
or a specific variation of Islam in a context—but they all 
shape the way we do mission. 

 240-page Paperback: $15.99
 eBook: $9.99

Ministry to Muslims
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Christian 
Barriers to Jesus 
(Rev Ed)
A Call to Follow Jesus 
When He Challenges Our 
Traditions

J. Paul Pennington 
(Author)

There are many challenges to 
adequately representing Jesus to the 
majority world, and often Western 
Christian traditions create unnecessary 
hindrances to people accepting His 
truth. Pennington suggests that by not 
asking deep enough questions about 
what is essential for following Jesus 
and what is a non-essential human 

invention, the church is unnecessarily alienating millions of people from Him. It is time 
to honestly address these concerns, developing new patterns of discipleship that reveal 
Jesus’s heart for breaking down barriers instead of creating them. The analysis presented 
in this book will empower readers to critically examine their personally cherished traditions 
and the purity of the gospel they present, with insights that are relevant in all contexts. 

284-page Paperback: $19.99 | eBook: $9.99

Disciple Making 
Among Hindus
Making Authentic 
Relationships Grow

Timothy Shultz (Author)

Drawing on thirty years’ experience 
among Hindus, Timothy Shultz 
writes this book as a testimony 
of the kingdom of God growing 
in a non-Christian environment. 
Disciple Making among Hindus: 
Making Authentic Relationships 
Grow describes how Hindu people 
experience and respond to Jesus 
Christ. What are the core values and 
rhythms of their cultural world? What 
are the patterns of community and 

discipleship that help them draw closer to Jesus? Through moving personal stories, 
biblical reflection, and practical wisdom, Shultz introduces us to the centrality 
of family, the covenantal relationships that make up Hindu social life, and the 
yearning for authentic spiritual experience.

154-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99

Ministry to Hindus

Select WCP titles are available on 40+ digital content providers, including:
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Peoples of the 
Buddhist World
A Christian Prayer Guide

Paul Hattaway (Author)

In the past 20 years, Christians around the world have 
launched initiatives to reach Muslims, Communists, 
Hindus and other major unreached people groups 
but the Buddhist world has largely been overlooked. 
Hundreds of millions of Buddhists continue to live and 
die without any exposure to the Gospel. In Peoples 
of the Buddhist World, researcher and author Paul 
Hattaway graphically presents prayer profiles of more 
than 200 Buddhist people groups around the world, 
beautifully illustrated with color pictures throughout. In 
addition, experts have contributed articles on various 
aspects of Buddhism, helping the reader to learn, pray, 
and work until that day when “the kingdom of the 
world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of his 
Christ and he will reign for ever and ever” (Rev 11:15).

 432-page Paperback only: $24.99

Seeking the Unseen
Spiritual Realities in the Buddhist World

Paul H. deNeui (Editor)

Buddhism claims no god, yet spiritual realities abound 
in popular practice. What are these realities? What do 
they mean to the practitioners? How can understanding 
these realities inform Christ-followers seeking to 
communicate the good news of Jesus in ways that all 
can understand and relate to? In answer to these and 
other questions, SEANET proudly presents its twelfth 
volume, Seeking the Unseen: Spiritual Realities in the 
Buddhist World. Christian practitioners from thirteen 
different Buddhist cultures share insights gained from 
their wideranging experiences and perspectives. From 
Sri Lanka to Japan, from China to the Philippines, 
these women and men, Asian and Western, present 
on a topic that is often missing in mission literature 
today. And for readers seeking personal insight into 
the growing spiritual complexities of their own place 
in the postmodern world, lessons from these authors 
will guide you with practical principles from engaging, 
firsthand cultural encounters.

 340-page Paperback: $17.99
 eBook: $9.99

Restored to Freedom 
from Fear, Guilt, and 
Shame
Lessons from the Buddhist World

Paul H. deNeul (Editor)

SEANET proudly presents Restored to Freedom 
from Fear, Guilt, and Shame, volume 13 in its series 
on intercultural and inter-religious studies. These 
three cultural orientations impact the shaping and 
expression of worldview. While all are present to a 
certain extent in every context, this volume draws from 
the expressions and insights found from within the 
Buddhist world. Understanding orientations differing 
from our own helps us understand more of ourselves, 
part of the enrichment resulting in the process of 
encounter. We require the lens of the world in order 
to better recognize our own cultural blindness. We 
use the word “restoration” believing that it is God’s 
purpose to restore all that was lost through fear, guilt, 
and shame back to the original status of power, honor, 
and innocence through reconciliation on all levels. This 
volume is for all who seek restoration to freedom for 
self and others.

 279-page Paperback: $17.89
 eBook: $9.99

Ministry to Buddhists

Visit www.missionbooks.org to see the entire WCP collection!
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Critical ConcernsThe China Chronicle Series

Tibet
Book 4 of the China 
Chronicle Series

Paul Hattaway (Author)

The Tibetan Plateau is mountainous, 
inaccessible, and vast—three times the 
land area of the UK, but with only one-
tenth of the population. Most Tibetans 
claim to be Buddhist but, for many, 
Buddhism is a veneer over older, 
darker beliefs. The spiritual realm is a 
daily reality in Tibet. 

There are only tiny numbers of 
Tibetan Christians, but the “Roof of 
the World” has a long and remarkable 
Christian history.

270-page Paperback: $16.99 | eBook: $9.99

Shandong
Book 1 of the China Chronicle Series

Paul Hattaway (Author)

Hattaway starts his account with Shandong Province, 
which is home to almost one hundred million people. 
On multiple occasions, God has revived his Church in 
Shandong by pouring out his Spirit with great power 
and grace. As a result, Shandong today could be 
rightfully called “China’s Revival Province.”

310-page Paperback: $16.99 
 eBook: $9.99

Zhejiang
Book 3 of the China 
Chronicle Series

Paul Hattaway (Author)

Zhejiang is a prosperous eastern 
province, and is home to the highest 
percentage of Christians in China. 
This volume describes how God 
established His kingdom there. 
The region contains so many churches 
that it has earned the nickname “the 
Jerusalem of China.”

 The Communists earmarked Zhejiang 
as a “religion-free zone,” yet Jesus 
Christ is worshipped today by 
more than thirteen million people 
throughout the province. 

206-page Paperback: $15.99 | eBook: $9.99

Guizhou
Book 2 of the China Chronicle Series

Paul Hattaway (Author)

Guizhou, which means “Precious State,” is home to 
more than 80 distinct tribes among the province’s 35 
million people. God has powerfully reached several 
of these groups, but others still wait to hear of the 
Saviour of the world. Guizhou includes many vivid 
brief biographies of the extraordinary people who have 
been part of this remarkable story, along with dozens 
of unique photographs, painstakingly collected by the 
author over many years..

154-page Paperback: $15.99 
 eBook: $9.99

Many have heard of the extraordinary explosion 
of Christianity throughout China in recent 
decades. Few, however, know how it occurred. 
Paul Hattaway draws on thirty years’ experience 
in China and numerous interviews with church 
leaders to provide insights into how the living 
God brought about the largest revival in the 
history of Christianity.

In a narrative full of jaw-dropping stories, the 
China Chronicles series documents the acts of 
the Holy Spirit throughout China, where 
phenomenal growth has occurred in the furnace 
of intense persecution.

Partly because of its explosive growth in recent 
decades, there is no accurate, readable account 
of what has happened to the Chinese Church. 
This series is designed to inform the wider world 
of the astonishing work of the Spirit in China. 
The China Chronicles also aim to provide Chinese 
believers, and members of the immense Chinese 
diaspora, with some sense of their own roots.
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Ethnodoxology

Worship and 
Mission for the 
Global Church
An Ethnodoxology 
Handbook

James R. Krabill (General 
Editor)

 Worship and Mission for the Global 
Church offers theological reflection, 
case studies, practical tools, and 
audiovisual resources to help the 
global church appreciate and generate 
culturally appropriate arts in worship 
and witness. Drawing on the expertise 
and experience of over one hundred 
writers from twenty countries, the 
volume integrates insights from the 
fields of ethnomusicology, biblical 
research, worship studies, missiology, 
and the arts.

608-page Paperback: $37.49 | eBook: $9.99

Creating Local 
Arts Together
A Manual to Help 
Communities 
Reach their Kingdom Goals

Brian Schrag (Author), 
James R. Krabill (Editor)

 Creating Local Arts Together is a manual 
designed to guide an individual or 
group into a local community’s efforts 
at integrating its arts with the values 
and purposes of God’s kingdom. 
The practical, playful text reduces 
experience-based scholarly insights 
gained from multiple decades of 
incarnational ministry around the world 
into a flexible seven-step process.

316-page Paperback: $24.99 | eBook: $9.99

Community Arts for God’s Purposes
How to Create Local Artistry Together 

Brian Schrag, and Julisa Rowe (Authors)

Community Arts for God’s Purposes highlights the CLAT (Creating Local Arts Together) method, a seven-step process that inspires artistic 
creativity and collaboration with local musicians, dancers, storytellers, actors, and visual artists. In this manual, the arts are treated as special 
kinds of communication systems, connected to specific times, places, and social contexts. As local communities use the creative gifts 
developed in their particular culture to worship God and extend his kingdom, a beautiful example of the Lord’s complex artistry emerges.

88-page Paperback: $8.99 | eBook: $4.99 | Available in 5 languages!
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Diaspora

Refugee Diaspora
Missions amid the Greatest 
Humanitarian Crisis 
of Our Times

Sam George and Miriam 
Adeney (Editors)

Refugee Diaspora is a contemporary 
account of the global refugee 
situation and how the light of the 
gospel of Jesus Christ is shining 
brightly in the darkest corners of our 
planet. These hope-filled pages of 
refugees encountering Jesus Christ 
presents models of Christian ministry 
from the front lines of the refugee 
crisis and the real challenges of 
ministering to today’s refugees. 

It includes biblical, theological, and practical reflections on mission in diverse diaspora 
contexts from leading scholars as well as practitioners in all major regions of the world.

208-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99

A Hybrid World
Diaspora, Hybridity, and 
Missio Dei

Sadiri Joy Tira and 
Juliet Lee Uytanlet 
(Editors)

 A Hybrid World is the product of a 
global consultation of church and 
mission leaders who discussed 
the implications of hybridity in the 
mission of God. The contributors draw 
from their collective experiences 
and perspectives, explore emerging 
concepts and initiatives, and ground 
them in authoritative Scripture for 
application to the challenges that 
hybridity presents to global missions.

256-page Paperback: $17.99 | eBook: $9.99

People Disrupted
Doing Mission Responsibly 
among Refugees and Migrants

Jinbong Kim, 
Dwight P. Baker, 
Jonathan J. Bonk, 
J. Nelson Jennings, 
Jae Hoon Lee (Editors)

 In an era of global migration and 
world-circling movements of people, 
recasting theology in the light of 
migration is imperative. This rich 
collection of in-depth missiological 
and theological reflections offers 
indispensable insight. It is packed 
with a wealth of knowledge, gained 
through first-hand experience, on one 
of the most difficult and yet prevalent 
issues of our time.

396-page Paperback: $19.99 | eBook: $9.99

Diaspora 
Missiology
Reflections on Reaching 
the Scattered Peoples 
of the World [EMS 23]

Michael Pocock and Enoch 
Wan (Editors)

For many years, cross-cultural 
missions were directed to people in 
the countries of their birth, generally 
in Majority World areas. Foreigners 
present among or around the 
intended focus of ministry were not 
viewed as part of mission ministry. 
Diaspora missions focus on these 
peoples, who are now actually and 
virtually in more accessible places. 

This book will help you understand the dynamics behind this accelerated movement 
of peoples from one region to another, biblical principles and precedents that guide 
ministry today, the application of social and communication studies, and actual cases 
of ministry to and with diaspora peoples.

289-page Paperback: $16.99 | eBook: $9.99

A Better Country
Embracing the Refugees in Our Midst [Second Edition]

Cindy M. Wu (Author)

A Better Country aims to help Christians think theologically and practically about the global refugee crisis. 
The workbook is divided into six lessons, and ends with a personal action plan. This second edition 
includes new material, additional reflection questions, and spiritual practices at the end of each chapter 
for transformation of mind, heart, and soul in our posture toward welcoming refugees. 

90-page Workbook: $11.99 | eBook: $9.99
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Health, Healing, 
and Shalom
Frontiers and Challenges for Christian 
Health Missions 

Bryant L. Myers, Erin Dufault-Hunter, 
and Isaac B. Voss, (Editors)

Ever since Jesus’s proclamation in word and deed 
as the Great Physician, his followers in mission have 
assumed that salvation and health are intertwined. Yet 
for every age, Christians need to examine how they can 
best announce the gospel message of God’s healing in 
word and deed in their own context. In our era, we are 
often simultaneously grateful for modern medicine and 
frustrated by its inability to care for the whole person in 
effective, affordable ways.

In this edited volume, authors with an interest in 
health missions from a wide variety of experiences and 
disciplines examine health and healing through the 
theological lens of shalom. This word, often translated 
“peace,” names a much more complex understanding 
of human well-being as right relationships with one 
another, with God, and with creation. Reading various 
aspects of healthcare missions through these glasses 
not only yields much-needed correctives to current 
practice but also exposes the Spirit’s invitation to 
participate in God’s ongoing work of tending, caring, 
and healing our broken world.

 326-page Paperback:  $24.99 
 eBook: $9.99

Health for All
The Vanga Story 

Daniel E. Fountain (Author)

Health for All tells the story of an ever-increasing vision—from curative 
care to community health, from a barely functioning hospital to a 
network of successful health services, from a lack of qualified workers 
to a local residency training program, from biomedical reductionism 
to whole person care, from cultural stalemate to worldview 
transformation.  Dr. Fountain’s insights into health and wholeness 
have changed countless lives and communities. Part memoir, part 
history, part textbook, Health for All is the legacy of a man who 
patterned his life and labor after that of the Great Physician.

234-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99

Village Medical Manual 7th Edition
A Guide to Healthcare in Developing Countries

Mary Vanderkooi, M.D., D.T.M.&H. (Author)

Village Medical Manual is a user-friendly, 
two-volume healthcare guide for lay workers in 
developing countries with special features that 
trained medical professionals would also find 
useful. Its intended use is for those who are 
required, by location and circumstances, to render 
medical care.
The clear vocabulary, along with over a thousand 
illustrations and diagrams, help Western-educated 
expatriates living in isolated locations to medically 
treat people and intelligently refer those that can 
be referred accordingly. It contains clearly defined 
procedural techniques and diagnostic protocols 
for when sophisticated instrumentation and lab 
tests are not available. It also offers solutions and 
advice for overcoming barriers to best practices in 
global health. 
Volume 1 elucidates medical principles, 
symptoms, and procedures for routine medical 
care, as well as emergency situations.
Volume 2 includes vast symptom, disease 
(common and tropical), drug, and regionally-
relevant indices to assist the reader in step-by-
step diagnoses and treatment. This is a crucial 
reference for all who lack formal global health 
training but must know how to meet health care 

challenges in developing areas lacking medical infrastructure.

2-Volume Paperback Set: $69.99 | 2-Volume eBook: $39.99

Medical Missions
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Screams in the Desert
Hope and Humor for Women 
in Cross-Cultural Ministry

Sue Eenigenburg (Author)

Screams in the Desert is an invitation to participate in 
one woman’s cross-cultural journey and the lessons 
she learns along the way. Sue Eenigenburg’s poignant 
and humorous accounts of life overseas provide 
insight into issues that many women encounter in 
the mission field. Join Sue for trips to the zoo, bouts 
of illness, landmine fields, miscommunications, and 
other everyday experiences of life in a foreign country. 
Providing women with examples to learn by, scripture 
to meditate on, and space to write about personal 
experiences, Screams in the Desert offers hope and 
humor to women working cross-culturally. 

 280-page Paperback: $15.99 
 eBook: $9.99

For the Joy
21 Missionary Mother Stories 
of Real Life & Faith

Miriam Chan & Sophia Russell (Editors)

Every child is different, but mothers are very much the 
same around the world—the same worries and fears, 
guilt and joys. Dive in to For the Joy and laugh and cry 
with 21 Australian missionary mothers as they share 
stories of raising kids in both remote far-flung places 
and some of the most populated cities in the world. 
These inspiring stories will resonate in the heart of the 
reader as fear, faith, and figuring it out come together 
in page-turning reality. These stories offer insight into 
the complexities of parenting children while serving 
God no matter where you call home.

 192-page Paperback: $13.99 
 eBook: $9.99

More Screams, 
Different Deserts
Joy and Perseverance for Women 
in Cross-Cultural Ministry

Sue Eenigenburg (Author)

More Screams, Different Deserts is another invitation to 
join Sue on her adventures in cross-cultural living and 
biblical studies that have helped her along the way. 
With twenty-seven years of experience in cross cultural 
ministry, God has been her refuge, and his Word held 
her steady when all she really wanted to do was run 
away and hide. Questions and resources at the end of 
each chapter will help readers think through personal 
application and find additional help. 

 288-page Paperback: $15.99 
 eBook: $9.99

To the Ends 
of the Earth
and what happened 
on the way there

Malcolm Hunter (Author)

In To the Ends of the Earth, Malcolm 
Hunter, an expert on nomadic peoples, 
shares stories from a lifetime of working in 
some of the world’s most remote, colorful, 
and neglected communities. In the early 
1960s Malcolm and his wife, Jean, arrived 
in Ethiopia with only their professional 
skills—medicine and engineering—and a 
desire to show God’s love to those in need. 

Over the next forty years God would lead them across Africa, through lush hills and 
scorched bush, to a dozen people groups who hadn’t heard the gospel. Wherever the 
Hunters went, they found that God had been there first. This book is full of astonishing 
true accounts of Jesus preparing the world’s least reached peoples to encounter 
Him. Visions, dreams, miracles, shocking customs, and even human blunders and 
tragedies—God used all these and more to open a way to share the good news.

144-page Paperback: $11.99 | eBook: $9.99

Tales from the Field

Lessons Learned in 
the Lion’s Den
Imprisoned for Sharing Jesus

Daniel Waheli (Author)

Lessons Learned in the Lion’s Den shares 
the journey of one missionary family as the 
father is detained in a predominantly Muslim 
country in Africa.  Daniel Waheli’s time spent 
in prison is ripe for building intimacy with the 
Lord in the midst of confusion, suffering, and 
uncertainty. The accounts of his wife and two 
young children offer a glimpse into the inner 
life of the family during this trying time. The 
heart of this story is not a man imprisoned, but 

a family united—in hope, love, and a pressing desire that God be glorified in all things. In a 
world where mission strategies come and go and often fall short of being effective, Waheli 
distills his experience into twelve principles for building character to better serve the Lord 
and persevere in His call. Whether you are a pioneer among unreached people groups 
or simply a Christian hungry to see Jesus glorified in your daily life, these tried and true 
concepts will prepare you to endure in the face of hardship.

194-page Paperback: $13.99 | eBook: $9.99
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Missions History

Beyond Poverty
Multiplying Sustainable 
Community Development 

Terry Dalrymple (Author)

In Beyond Poverty, Terry Dalrymple 
calls us to move beyond sustainable 
projects in a single village to 
transformational movements 
that multiply change from 
village to village and sweep the 
countryside. Through multiple 
case studies based on the actual 
experiences of more than 900 
organizations in 135 different 
countries, this book tells the story 
of a large and growing network of 
ministries around the world using 
the strategy of Community Health 
Evangelism to change the life of the 

poor forever. The principles in this book are not just a theory, but proven strategy.

158-page Paperback: $12.99 | eBook: $9.99

Against the Tide
Mission Amidst the Global 
Currents of Secularization 
[EMS 27]

W. Jay Moon 
and Craig Ott (Editors)

With increased globalization and 
modernization reaching into the 
furthest corners of the earth also 
comes the influence of secularization. 
These three tides impact traditional 
religious beliefs, practices, and 
institutions in significant ways. This 
collection of essays presents the 
opportunities and the challenges 
of secularization for the mission of 
the Church, with hopeful signs and 
reassurance that God is still at work in 
a secularizing world.

226-page Paperback: $16.99 | eBook: $9.99

The 
Realities of 
Money & 
Missions
Global Challenges 
& Case Studies 

Jonathan J. 
Bonk, Michel 
G. Distefano, J. 
Nelson Jennings, 
Jinbong Kim, 
and Jae Hoon Lee 
(Editors)

Perhaps there is no greater 
challenge in missions 
than money. The Realities 
of Money & Missions 
provides a unique level of 

credibility and transparency as it calls for evangelicals to reevaluate their relationship 
with money, both personally and corporately. Written  by men and women whose calling 
as missionaries, pastors, and administrators has brought them face-to-face with the 
complex, real-life issues involving the intersection of money and ministry, read on and 
be challenged to change. 

290-page Paperback: $19.99 | eBook: $9.99

Critical Concerns

Practicing Hope
Missions and Global Crises 
[EMS 28]

Jerry M. Ireland and 
Michelle L. K. Raven 
(Editors)

Practicing Hope brings together 
global scholars and practitioners 
who share and think broadly 
about the church’s mission in 
a world rife with crises. Rather 
than harmonizing the voices 
of the contributors to provide 
general guidelines for generic 
crisis response, Practicing 
Hope allows the reader to hear 
multiple perspectives on complex 
issues such as sustainability, 
empowerment, human rights, 

biblical principles, and missio Dei (mission of God). These essays highlight that being 
separated from Christ is the focus that will keep the church from losing its raison 
d’être—its reason for being.

216-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99
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Expectations 
and Burnout
Women Surviving 
the Great Commission

Sue Eenigenburg and 
Robynn Bliss (Authors)

Missionary women have high 
expectations when they respond 
to God’s call; of themselves, their 
mission agencies, host cultures, 
churches, co-workers, and even of 
God. These expectations are often 
times impossible to fulfill and 
can lead to mental and physical 
exhaustion. Eighty percent of 
missionary women feel they have 
come close to burnout, whether they 
were married or single, traditional 
or tent making, new or experienced. 

In Expectations and Burnout: Women Surviving the Great Commission, Sue provides 
research and surveys from the field while Robynn lends her own personal experiences to 
demonstrate how burnout can happen and how God can bring life from ashes. Join them as 
they explore how to develop realistic expectations and yet maintain faith in our sovereign 
God who continues to accomplish the impossible.

239-page Paperback: $15.99 | eBook: $9.99

Member Care

Missionaries, 
Mental Health, & 
Accountability
Support Systems in 
Churches and Agencies

Jonathan J. Bonk, 
J. Nelson Jennings, 
Jinbong Kim, Jae Hoon 
Lee (Editors)

Field workers cross-linguistic,  
cultural, and ministry boundaries, 
but they still experience the 
same mental health challenges 
as everyone else—and often 
more. When the missionary unit 
includes a spouse and children, 
the complexities multiply as 
each person undergoes stressors. 
Needing psychological or 
psychiatric help too often leads to 

burnout or worse. It’s time to let go of the stigma and embrace mental health.
Missionaries, Mental Health, and Accountability opens with stories of scriptural 
saints who also struggled and still made profound impacts for the kingdom. 
Then, an equal balance of Korean and Western writers reach into the complexity 
of missionary mental health with the added component of accountability in 
church and agency support systems. Specifically: 1) disillusion, discouragement, 
and depression; 2) relational dynamics and tensions; 3) contributing factors in 
missionary psychological duress; and, 4) resources and organizational structures 
that address missionary mental health.

348-page Paperback: $19.99 | eBook: $9.99

Sacred Siblings
Valuing One Another for 
the Great Commission 

Sue Eenigenburg and 
Suzy Grumelot (Authors)

In Sacred Siblings: Valuing One 
Another for the Great Commission 
we learn about how teams come 
together with varying expectations 
of what team life should be.
 The authors offer ideas and 
positive practices of valuing one 
another based on a survey from 
289 missionaries, representing 
12 mission agencies. These 
practices not only build unity and 
understanding of each other, but 
enable greater effectiveness in 
ministry.

 248-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99

Managing 
Conflict 
Creatively 
(30th 
Anniversary 
Edition)
A Guide for Missionaries 
& Christian Workers 

Donald C. Palmer 
(Author)

In Managing Conflict Creatively, 
Dr. Palmer first introduces 
the dynamics of conflict and 
the common styles of conflict 
management. After providing 
a biblical background, he then 
identifies types of conflict and how 
to develop conflict management 

skills, specifically in cross-cultural situations.
This manual is intended to serve as a teaching tool and a study guide for cross-
cultural conflict management courses in Bible colleges, mission organizations, and 
churches. Thirty years after its original publication, this practical, Bible-centered 
approach to the dynamics of conflict and conflict management in cross-cultural 
situations remains relevant, both abroad and in today’s hybrid cities.

 124-page Paperback: $12.99 | eBook: $9.99
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Teaching English for 
Reconciliation
Pursuing Peace Through Transformed 
Relationships in Language Learning 
and Teaching

Jan Edwards Dormer and Cheryl 
Woelk (Authors)

How can an English class become a transformative 
space for both teachers and learners? When the teacher 
intentionally uses strategies and builds skills for 
peacebuilding and reconciliation, the classroom can 
be a place where relationships and communication 
transform people. This text encourages those engaged 
in the teaching of English as a second or foreign 
language to first consider why we might strive to teach 
English for reconciliation, and then addresses the 
contexts, individuals, and resources which are involved.

 208-page Paperback: $14.99 
 eBook: $9.99

English Language 
Teaching in Theological 
Contexts
Kitty Purgason (Editor)

English Language Teaching in Theological Contexts 
explores various models for assisting seminary and 
Bible college students in learning English while also 
engaging in their theological coursework. It features 
chapters by specialists from countries including the 
U.S., Brazil, Ukraine, India, the Philippines, and Korea. 
Part one of the book presents language teaching 
challenges and solutions in various places; part two 
focuses on specific resources to inspire readers to 
develop their own materials. 

 224-page Paperback only: $13.99

Teaching English 
in Missions
Effectiveness and Integrity

Jan Edwards Dormer (Author)

English teaching is common in missions today. 
However, there has been relatively little discussion on 
what constitutes effectiveness in English ministries. 
This book aims to foster such discussion. It first 
addresses issues of concern in English ministries and 
then suggests criteria for effectiveness, considerations 
in teacher preparation, and models for the teaching of 
English in missions. 

 192-page Paperback: $13.99 
 eBook: $9.99

Professional 
Guidelines for 
Christian English 
Teachers
How to Be a Teacher with 
Conviction While Respecting 
Those of Your Students

Kitty Purgason (Author)

This handbook is for people in the field of 
English language teaching who are looking for 
practical ways to be both committed followers 
of Jesus and ethical TESOL professionals. What 
do such teachers actually do in the classroom? 
What materials do they use? How do they 

relate to their students and colleagues in and outside the classroom? How can they treat 
students as whole people, with spiritual and religious identities? How can they set a high 
bar for ethical teaching? Professional Guidelines for Christian English Teachers has grown 
out of Kitty Purgason’s experience as a Christian seeking to follow the Great Commandment 
and the Great Commission, as a practitioner with a deep concern for excellence and 
integrity, and as a teacher trainer with experience in many parts of the world.

234-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99

Language Learning 
in Ministry
Preparing for Cross-Cultural 
Language Acquisition

Jan Edwards Dormer (Author)

Are you excited to minister in another 
culture, but worried about how best to learn 
the language of the people you are going 
to serve? While a new culture and a new 
language will change you and your family 
in dramatic ways, let the author dispel 
common myths about language acquisition 
and share a hopeful outlook. 

Language Learning in Ministry is essential for learning a new language or providing 
guidance for those headed into a new language context. With chapters on both formal 
and informal language learning to guide the selection of language schools, programs, 
and methodologies, this book walks you through the options, opportunities, and 
challenges ahead.

234-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99
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Learning to Lead 
at the Feet of Jesus
Encounters with Grace and Truth

Todd Poulter (Author)

Despite our best intentions, many of us struggle to 
consistently reflect Jesus in our leadership. We look for 
answers in current Christian best-sellers, the latest business 
trends, or the newest leadership theories. But the Gospels 
suggest a very different starting point: a new posture. 
No matter how lofty our title, status, or renown as leaders, 
we can never rise higher in the kingdom than to the feet 
of Jesus. Building on Jesus’s intimacy with the Father, 
Learning to Lead at the Feet of Jesus highlights the rich 
relational setting in which Jesus exercised leadership and 
developed his followers into leaders. In the context of his 

intentional “with-ness,” Jesus generously shared his life and authority with the Twelve.
Poulter draws on a wide variety of cross-cultural experiences and invites leaders to a refreshing journey 
of discovery, intimacy, and transformation. With reflective questions designed to provoke insight and 
self-awareness, this book challenges readers to deepen their understanding and appreciation of Jesus, 
and evaluate their own beliefs, assumptions, and cultural expectations about leadership. 

208-page Paperback: $15.99 | eBook: $9.99

Leadership
Leading 
Multicultural 
Teams
Evelyn and Richard 
Hibbert (Authors)

Churches and mission 
agencies are increasingly 
characterized by cultural 
diversity. As a result, many 
Christians find themselves 
working as part of a 
multicultural team. This 
book integrates insights 
from the Bible, team theory, 
leadership, and intercultural 

studies to explain how leaders of multicultural teams can help their 
teams become enriching and enjoyable  contexts to work in, at the 
same time as achieving their purpose.

249-page Paperback: $17.99 | eBook: $9.99

Snapshot Series

People, Trees and Poverty
A Snapshot of Environmental Missions

Lowell Bliss (Author)

With climate change, global warming, and the 
environment making headlines on an almost-daily basis, 
followers of Christ can find themselves asking, “What’s 
my role in this? What’s my responsibility? And how does 
it relate to the Great Commission?”
People, Trees & Poverty shares a high-level overview, a 
snapshot, of what it looks like to reach the unreached 
through advocacy on environmental issues. However, 
this book does more than raise awareness and pluck your 
heartstrings. It concludes with a critical feature, listing 
additional resources, gatherings, and organizations to 
move the reader from concern to action.

Snapshot Series eBook only: $2.99

It’s Your Call
To a Missional or Missionary Life

David P Jacob (Author)

 For most believers, several factors influence their 
missions call. Some are called to stay in their 
hometown and support missions at their local church, 
others are called to short-term mission trips, while 
others are called to spend a lifetime overseas as career 
missionaries. This SNAPSHOT book will highlight three 
things that can help you discover the adventure God 
has for you in his mission: prayer and Bible study, 
missionary mentorship, and short-term mission trips.

If you need to understand your call or if you know 
someone who does, get them to walk with David 
through It’s Your Call: To a Missional or Missionary Life.

Snapshot Series eBook only: $2.99

Insiders and Alongsiders
An Invitation to the Conversation

Kevin Higgins (Author)

In Insiders and Alongsiders, Kevin Higgins offers his 
evolving perspective on “insider” movements (IMs), a 
controversial type of movement in which families and 
friendship networks become faithful followers of Jesus 
while remaining identified with the culture of their 
people group.
Insiders and Alongsiders suggests a new framework 
to recognize, evaluate, and nurture IMs, addresses 
common concerns about them, and describes IM 
leaders’ varying ideas about the future trajectories of 
their movements.

Snapshot Series eBook only: $2.99
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Where No One 
Has Heard
The Life of J. Christy Wilson 
Founder of Urbana

Ken Wilson (Author)

“J. Christy Wilson will go down 
in history as one of the great and 
courageous missionaries for the gospel 
in the twentieth century.”

——  Billy Graham

Who was J. Christy Wilson Jr.? 
Many have never heard his name, 
but Christy Wilson’s life had a ripple 
effect in modern missions. Read the 
first full biography of the humble, 
adventurous man of prayer who helped 

launch the Urbana missions conference, pioneered ministry in Afghanistan when others 
thought it impossible, mobilized hundreds of students toward world evangelization, and 
reintroduced the biblical idea of leveraging one’s profession for the kingdom with the term 
“tentmaking.” Riveting, uplifting, and frequently amusing, this book will challenge you to 
reconsider what is possible when we dare to yield to Christ and his purposes in the world.

190-page Paperback: $14.99 | eBook: $9.99

Missions History

Uncharted 
Mission
Going to the Final Frontiers 

D.C. Keane  (Author)

“Lord, why another mission agency? 
There are already so many good ones,” 
Greg Livingstone cried out on a beach 
in 1983. So began the wild, risky, 
worthy story told in Uncharted Mission, 
a book that is more than the history of 
the founding of Frontiers. D. C. Keane 
weaves together interviews with over 
one hundred missionaries who refused 
to accept the status quo in missions and 
were willing to go where no one had 
gone before—to the Muslim frontiers. 

In this inspiring true story, you’ll meet pastors, engineers, artists, pilots, and others 
whose lives changed course when they discovered that Muslims were largely left out 
of historic missionary efforts.

232-page Paperback: $19.99 | eBook: $9.99

Emerging Faith
Lessons from Mission History 
in Asia

Paul H. de Neui (Editor)

 In non-Western contexts, Christianity 
has often been viewed as the 
religion of foreigners with a hidden 
political agenda. Sharing the 
gospel in non-imperialistic ways 
can be challenging, particularly 
in Asia.  Highlighting key people 
and places, Emerging Faith surveys 
several Christian movements found 
in the mission history of Asia. If you 
wish to challenge your thinking 
and respond to God’s invitation to 
participate in the global context, 
look here for encouragement and 
guidance. 

232-page Paperback: $17.99 | eBook: $9.99

Ethnic Realities 
and the Church
Lessons from Kurdistan 

Robert  Blincoe 
(Author)

Some places and peoples make the 
missionary enterprise especially 
difficult, showing little visible fruit over 
decades or even centuries. Kurdistan is 
one of those places. 
From his on-the-ground experience 
in Kurdistan and his study of past 
missionary work there, Bob Blincoe 
presents this thorough history of 
missions to the Kurdish people. 
More than mere history, Ethnic Realities 

and the Church is also a mission-strategy handbook. Here are helpful insights and 
implications not only for those who would still reach the Kurds for Christ, but for 
missionaries to any people group, especially where tilling the soil is particularly hard. 

270-page Paperback: $16.99 | eBook: $9.99
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One Gospel for 
All Nations
A Practical Approach to 
Biblical Contextualization

Jackson Wu (Author)

 In One Gospel for All Nations, Jackson 
Wu does more than talk about 
principles. He gets practical. When 
the biblical writers explain the gospel, 
they consistently use a pattern that is 
both firm and flexible. Wu builds on 
this insight to demonstrate a model 
of contextualization that starts with 
interpretation and can be applied in 
any culture. In the process, he explains 
practically why we must not choose 
between the Bible and culture.

 298-page Paperback: $19.99 | eBook: $9.99

Issues in 
Contextualization
Charles H. Kraft (Author)

 Issues in Contextualization presents 
Charles Kraft’s insights on the topic 
of Gospel contextualization from 
decades of experience teaching 
and ministering around the world. 
Significantly, Kraft’s analysis includes 
an exploration of spiritual power, 
an aspect frequently neglected in 
such discussions. This volume is 
an update of Kraft’s classic work 
Appropriate Christianity. It contains 
fresh presentations of previous articles 
and new insights into topics such as 
insiders (followers of Jesus outside 
the religious culture of Christianity) 
and power encounter.

258-page Paperback:  $21.99 | eBook: $9.99

Contextualization

The Life and Impact 
of Phil Parshall
Connecting with Muslims

Kenneth Nehrbass and Mark Williams 
(Authors)

In The Life and Impact of Phil Parshall, seven respected 
missiologists interact with the concept of Muslim 
outreach. While all the contributors to this book have 
been inspired by Parshall’s life and work, some of them 
believe that Parshall’s methods of contextualization could 
have been taken even further. Here they share some of 
their victories and challenges, encouraging Christian 
workers to press ahead on paths of outreach to Muslims 
that are fitting for the twenty-first century context. 

 126-page Paperback: $11.99 
 eBook: $9.99

Supracultural Gospel
Bridging East and West

Mary Lou Codman-Wilson 
and Alex Zhou (Authors)

Join Drs. Mary Lou Codman-Wilson and Alex Zhou 
as they dialogue about Alex’s experience becoming 
a believer in the US and his struggle to share his 
faith when he returned to China. The authors model 
a process of examining our cultural worldview to 
overcome the tensions associated with living out our 
faith in a context dominated by different religious or 
secular systems. Written in a highly conversational tone 
and validated with personal stories from many Asian 
internationals, Supracultural Gospel is a powerful and 
practical tool for those who are passionate about cross-
cultural discipleship.

 224-page Paperback: $15.99 
 eBook: $9.99

Contextualization and 
Syncretism
Navigating Cultural Currents [EMS 13]

Gailyn Van Rheenen (Editor)

Culture’s influence upon Christianity is easier to discern 
in retrospect than in prospect. If history is our guide, 
one thing is sure: This age will be as syncretistic as any 
other…How is the gospel being contextualized in the 
contemporary world? To what degree are these new 
contextualizations syncretistic? This book attempts to 
answer these questions by defining and analyzing 
contextualization and syncretism. 

 360-page Paperback: $22.99 
 eBook: $9.99
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Building Bridges 
to Oral Cultures
Journeys Among the Least 
Reached

K. Carla Bowman (Author)

Building Bridges to Oral Cultures 
narrates an extraordinary journey 
that began with a passion to share 
the Good News with a handful 
of the least-reached, indigenous 
groups in Mexico. Over the course 
of thirty years, their travels led 
to breakthrough discoveries and 
innovation in remote communities 
of traditional oral learners around 
the world. Effective bridges to oral 

cultures were developed and tested. Without eradicating cultures, speakers 
of the local languages are embracing the local oral arts to communicate 
God’s Word and are reaching the lost for Him across the globe.

282-page Paperback: $16.99 | eBook: $9.99

Don’t Throw the 
Book at Them
Communicating the Christian 
Message to People Who 
Don’t Read

Harry Box (Author)

Don’t Throw the Book at Them  
addresses one of the most vital 
issues in contemporary missions. 
It is a manual for cross-cultural 
missionaries and national church 
leaders ministering in societies 
based on oral rather than written 
communication. Harry Box is a 
former missionary and researcher in 
Papua New Guinea and among the 
Aborigines of Central Australia. In 

this book, he explains the distinct characteristics of oral societies, how they 
differ from literacy-oriented societies, Jesus’ ministry to oral communicators, 
and why effective presentation of the Christian message demands that 
Western Christians change their approach to orality. He goes beyond case 
studies and analysis, allowing the reader to develop a detailed plan for 
communication.

239-page Paperback: $19.99 | eBook: $9.99

Leading with Story
Cultivating Christ-centered 
Leaders in a Storycentric 
Generation

Rick Sessoms (Author)

Eighty percent of the world’s 
people—including seventy percent 
of Americans—are storycentric 
communicators; that is, they 
prefer to learn and are most likely 
to be influenced through stories, 
pictures, drama, and music rather 
than through reading and writing. 
Yet more than ninety percent of 
Christian workers communicate 
through a highly literacy-based 
approach. This disconnect overlooks 

a primary method of Jesus himself in the preparation of leaders and impedes 
the effective cultivation of leaders in the growing global church. Through 
engaging stories, biblical insights, leadership research, field-tested methods, 
and practical models of effective leadership development, Leading with Story 
offers unique solutions that will inspire and challenge any who want to raise 
up or to be raised up as Christ-centered leaders in this storycentric generation.

270-page Paperback: $17.99 | eBook: $9.99

Communicating 
Christ Through 
Story and Song
Orality in Buddhist Contexts

Paul H. De Neui (Editor)

Communicating Christ Through 
Story and Song, the fifth volume 
in the Buddhist World series, 
presents models and case studies 
of communication of the Gospel 
through orality in Southeast Asia. 
With contributions from seasoned 
practitioners working in Cambodia, 
Thailand, Sri Lanka, Bhutan, and 
the Philippines, this insightful 

book explores the Biblical foundations – and the cultural imperative – of 
employing oral tradition to effectively communicate in Buddhist contexts.

 316-page Paperback: $19.99 | eBook: $9.99
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The purpose of Joshua Project is to bring definition to the 
unfinished task of completing the Great Commission. This is done 
by identifying and highlighting the over 7,400 people groups of 
the world that have the least Christian presence in their midst.

How do we fulfill this purpose?
• Provide a “big-picture” view of the Great Commission
• Catalyze pioneer church planting among least-reached peoples
• Encourage informed focused prayer on the unreached
• Stimulate vision for missions involvement
• Suggest avenues for engagement with unreached peoples

Explore www.joshuaproject.net for:
People Profiles and Links 
View a profile for any people 
group in the world including 
photos, maps, text, statistics and 
links to ministry resources.

Great Commission Status 
See the Great Commission from 
17 different perspectives.

Progress Scale 
See the most spiritually needy 
people groups using the five-
level progress ranking scale.

Unreached People of the Day 
By mobile app (in 9 languages), 
daily email, web-feed, RSS, 
widget, podcast, calendar, or 
bulletin insert at: 
www.unreachedoftheday.org

User Defined querying 
Select people group information 
based on your criteria/interests.

Download Resources 
Download people group data, 
presentations and resources in a 
variety of formats all at no cost.

View Maps, Charts, and Videos 
— Great Commission data and 

maps
— Charts and graphs at the 

global people group 
statistics dashboard.

— District level maps of 
people groups in India.

— Unreached people group 
and Great Commission 
videos.

PowerPoints, Maps and 
Handouts  Check out unique 
presentations on the 
Unfinished Task and the 
Status of World 
Evangelization.

Helping Define the Unfinished Task

http://www.joshuaproject.net
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General Titles

A Better Country (Revised Edition) (Forthcoming)
9781645084525 | Cindy M. Wu, author

Age of Global Giving, The | 9780878085392
Gilles Gravelle, author

Abuse of Christian Women in India | 9780878083473
Jane A. McNally, Berkeley Mickelson, & Alvera Mickelson, authors

African American Church, The | 9780878083480
Leonidas A. Johnson, author

African-American Experience in World Mission 
(Revised Study Guide Edition) | 9780878084616
Vaughn J. Walston and Robert J. Stevens, editors

Apostolic Function in 21st Century Missions | 9780878080113
Alan R. Johnson, author

Appropriate Christianity | 9780878083589
Charles H. Kraft, editor

Authentic Lives | 9780878086344
Thomas Hale III, author

Awakening the Hermit Kingdom | 9780878080120
Katherine H. Lee Ahn, author

Baha’i Faith, The | 9780878081370
William McElwee Miller, author

Balkars of Southern Russia and Their Deportation 
(1944–57), The | 9780878086276 Karen Baker, author

Becoming the People of God | 9780878080427
Paul H. De Neui, editor

Beyond Our Walls | 9781645084488 (Forthcoming)
Anita Rahma, author

Beyond Poverty | 9781645083177
Terry Dalrymple, author

Bible in Cross-Cultural Perspective, The (Revised Edition)
9781645083030 | Jacob A. Loewen, author

Biblical Holism and Agriculture (Revised Edition) 
9781645082972 | David J. Evans, Ronald J. Vos, and 
Keith P. Wright, editors

Building Bridges to Oral Cultures | 9780878084951
K. Carla Bowman and James Bowman, authors

Burden of Baggage, The | 9780878080823
Roy Oksnevad, author

Business for Transformation | 9780878085422
Patrick Lai, author

Calling on the Prophets | 9781645083917
Colin Bearup, author

Career-Defining Crises in Mission | 9780878083459
Paul R. Keidel, author

Available Series @ missionbooks.org
Alan R. Tippett Series Alan R. Tippett, author

Fullness of Time | 9780878084777

Integrating Gospel and the Christian, The | 9780878084807

Jesus Documents, The | 9780878084661

No Continuing City | 9780878084784

Road to Bau and the Autobiography of Joeli Bulu, The 
9780878084760

Slippery Paths in the Darkness | 9780878084791

Ways of the People, The | 9780878084678

Perspectives on the World Christian Movement

Perspectives on the World Christian Movement:  
A Reader (4th Edition) | 9780878083909 
Ralph D. Winter and Steven C. Hawthorne, editors

Perspectives on the World Christian Movement: 
Study Guide (4th Edition) | 9780878083916
Steven C. Hawthorne, author

Perspectives sur le Mouvement Chrétien Mondial:  
Recueil de textes (French) | 9781645082606
Ralph D. Winter and Steven C. Hawthorne, editors

Perspectives sur le Mouvement Chrétien Mondial: 
Guide d’étude (French) | 9781645082613 
Steven C. Hawthorne, author

Perspectivas del Movimiento Cristiano Mundial: 
Selección de lecturas, Libro 1 (Spanish) | 9780878088003 
Ralph D. Winter and Steven C. Hawthorne, editors

Perspectivas del Movimiento Cristiano Mundial: 
Selección de lecturas, Libro 2 (Spanish)  | 9780878088010
Ralph D. Winter and Steven C. Hawthorne, editors

Perspectivas del Movimiento Cristiano Mundial: 
Guía de estudio (Spanish) | 9780878088256
Steven C. Hawthorne, author

The China Chronicles: Inside the Greatest 
Christian Revival in History

Shandong (Book 1) | 9781645084235
Paul Hattaway, author

Guizhou (Book 2) | 9781645084266
Paul Hattaway, author

Zhejiang (Book 3) | 9781645084297
Paul Hattaway, author

Tibet (Book 4) | 9781645084327
Paul Hattaway, author

Henan (Book 5) | 9781645084358 (Forthcoming)
Paul Hattaway, author

Xinjiang (Book 6) | 9781645084389 (Forthcoming)
Paul Hattaway, author

The Global Mission Leadership Forum 
(GMLF) Series

Megachurch Accountability in Missions | 9780878086306
Jinbong Kim, Dwight P. Baker, J. Nelson Jennings, Jae Hoon Lee, 
and Steve Sang-Cheol Moon, editors

Missionaries, Mental Health, and Accountability
9781645082842 | Jonathan J. Bonk, J. Nelson Jennings, 
Jinbong Kim, and Jae Hoon Lee, editors

People Disrupted | 9780878080762
Jinbong Kim, Dwight P. Baker, Jonathan J. Bonk, J. Nelson Jennings, 
and Jae Hoon Lee, editors

Realities of Money and Missions, The | 9781645083016
Jonathan J. Bonk, Michel G. Distefano, J. Nelson Jennings, 
Jinbong Kim, and Jae Hoon Lee, editors

Community Arts for God’s Purposes Series 
Brian Schrag and Julisa Rowe, authors

Artes Comunitarias Para los Propósitos de Dios 
(Spanish) | 9781645083580

Artes da Comunidade para os Propósitos de Deus 
(Portuguese) | 9781645083627

Community Arts for God’s Purposes
(English) | 9781645081807

Kesenian Daerah untuk Kemuliaan Allah 
(Indonesian) | 9781645081845

Les arts communautaires au service du royaume de Dieu 
(French) | 9781645083542

Evangelical Missions Society

Scripture and Strategy (EMS 1) | 9780878083756
David Hesselgrave, editor
Christianity and the Religions (EMS 2) | 9780878083763
Edward Rommen and Harold Netland, editors
Spiritual Power and Missions (EMS 3) | 9780878083770
Edward Rommen, editor
Missiology and the Social Sciences (EMS 4) 
9780878083787 | Edward Rommen and Gary Corwin, editor
Holy Spirit and Mission Dynamics, The (EMS 5) 
9780878083794 | C. Douglas McConnell, editor
Reaching the Resistant (EMS 6) | 9780878083800
J. Dudley Woodberry, editor
Teaching Them Obedience in All Things (EMS 7) 
9780878083817 | Edgar J. Elliston, editor
Working Together with God to Shape the New Millennium 
(EMS 8) | 9780878083824
Gary Corwin and Kenneth B. Mulholland, editors
Caring for the Harvest Force in the New Millennium (EMS 9) 
9780878083831 | Tom A. Steffen & F. Douglas P. Pennoyer, eds.
Between Past and Future (EMS 10) | 9780878083848
Jonathan J. Bonk, editor
Christian Witness in Pluralistic Contexts (EMS 11) 
9780878083855 | Enoch Wan, editor
Centrality of Christ in Contemporary Missions, The (EMS 12) 
9780878083862 | Mike Barnett and Michael Pocock, editor
Contextualization and Syncretism (EMS 13) 
9780878083879 | Gailyn Van Rheenen, editor
Business As Mission (EMS 14) | 9780878083886
Tom Steffen and Mike Barnett, editors
Missions in Contexts of Violence (EMS 15) 
9780878083893 | Keith E. Eitel, editor
Effective Engagement in Short-Term Missions (EMS 16) 
9780878080052 | Robert J. Priest, editor
Missions from the Majority World (EMS 17) 
9780878080199 | Enoch Wan and Michael Pocock, editor
Serving Jesus with Integrity (EMS 18) | 9780878080236
Dwight P. Baker and Douglas Hayward, editors
Reflecting God’s Glory Together (EMS 19) 
9780878080373 | A. Scott Moreau and Beth Snodderly, editors
Reaching the City (EMS 20) | 9780878080397
Gary Fujino, Timothy R. Sisk, and Tereso C. Casino, editors
Missionary Methods (EMS 21) | 9780878080434
Craig Ott and J. D. Payne, editor
Missionary Family,The (EMS 22) | 9780878080441
Dwight P. Baker and Robert J. Priest, editors
Diaspora Missiology (EMS 23) | 9780878080458
Michael Pocock and Enoch Wan, editors
Controversies in Mission (EMS 24) | 9780878080540
Rochelle Cathcart Scheuermann and Edward L. Smither, editors
Churches on Mission (EMS 25) | 9780878085293
Geoffrey Hartt, Christopher R. Little, and John Wang, editors
Majority World Theologies (EMS 26) | 9780878080885
Allen Yeh and Tite Tienou, editors
Against the Tide (EMS 27) | 9781645081760
W. Jay Moon and Craig Ott, editors
Practicing Hope (EMS 28) | 9781645082934
Jerry  M. Ireland and Michelle L. K. Raven, editor
Advancing Models of Mission (EMS 29) | 9781645084075
Kenneth Nehrbass, Aminta Arrington, and Narry Santos, editors
Communications in Missions (EMS 30) | 9781645084020
M. Dean, S. Moreau, Sue Russell, & Rochelle Scheuermann, editors



Certainty Trap, The | 9780878085194
Bill Musk, author

Challenging Islamic Traditions | 9780878084890
Bernie Power, author

Christian and the Old Testament, The | 9780878082926
Walter C. Kaiser Jr., author

Christian Approach to Muslims, A | 9780878084326
James Paul Dretke, author

Christian Barriers to Jesus (Revised Edition) 
9781645083818 | J. Paul Pennington

Christian Mission and Economic Systems | 9780878080755
John Cheong, Eloise Meneses, editors

Christian Mission to Muslims | 9780878083206
Lyle L. van der Werff, author

Christianity and Animism in Melanesia | 9780878084074
Kenneth Nehrbass, author

Church in Mission, The | 9780878080533
Betril Ekstrom; editor

Churchless Christianity (Revised Edition) | 9780878084449
Herbert E. Hoefer, author

City Reaching | 9780878087778
Jack Dennison, author

Clues to Africa, Islam, and the Gospel | 9781645082521
Colin Bearup, author

Come and See | 9780878085347
Edward Rommen, author

Come Quickly Dawn | 9780878084715
George Patterson, author

Committed Communities | 9780878084265
Charles J. Mellis, author

Communicating Christ in Animistic Contexts
9780878087716 | Gailyn Van Rheenen, author

Communicating Christ in Asian Cities | 9780878080076
Paul H. De Neui, editor

Communicating Christ in the Buddhist World 
9780878085101 | Paul H. De Neui and David S. Lim, editors

Communicating Christ Through Story and Song
9780878085118 | Paul H. De Neui, editor

Complexities of Money and Missions in Asia
9780878080380 | Paul H. De Neui, editor

Contextualization | 9780878087754
David J. Hesselgrave, author

Creating Local Arts Together | 9780878084944
Brian Schrag, author

 | 9780878087662
Crisis and Hope in Latin America (Revised Edition)
Emilio Nunez and William Taylor, authors

Cultural Gaps | 9781645081883
H. L. Richard, editor

Culture and Human Values | 9780878087228
Jacob A. Loewen, author

Customs and Cultures (Revised Edition) | 9780878087235
Eugene A. Nida, author

Deep-Sea Canoe, The | 9780878081585
Alan R. Tippett, author

Developing Indigenous Leaders | 9780878080403
Paul H. De Neui, editor

Disciple Making among Hindus | 9780878081387
Timothy Shultz, author

Disciple Mentoring | 9780878082797
Sam Westman Burton, author

Doing Member Care Well | 9780878084463
Kelly O’Donnell, editor

Don’t Throw the Book at Them | 9780878088652
Harry Box, author

Donald McGavran, His Early Life and Ministry
9780878084692 | Vern Middleton, author

Emerging Faith | 9781645082569
Paul H. De Neui, editor

Empowering Children | 9780878080014
Ravi Jayakaran, author

Engaging Islamic Traditions | 9780878084913
Bernie Power, author

English Language Teaching in Theological Contexts
9780878084647 | Kitty Barnhouse Purgason, editor

Environmental Missions | 9780878085385
Lowell Bliss, author

Ephesiology | 9781645082767
Michael Cooper, author

Ethnic Identity from the Margins | 9780878084593
Dewi Hughes, author

Ethnic Realities and the Church | 9780878081684
Donald A. McGavran, author

Ethnic Realities and the Church (2nd Edition)
9780878080472 | Robert Blincoe, author

Evangelization of the World, The | 9780878080175
Jacques A. Blocher and Jacques Blandenier, authors

Expect Great Things | 9780878086269
Marvin J. Newell, editor

Expectations and Burnout | 9780878085231
Sue Eenigenburg and Robynn Bliss, authors

Explaining the Trinity to Muslims | 9780878085255
Carlos Madrigal, author

Faith Seeking Understanding | 9780878084364
David Marshall, editor

Family and Faith in Asia | 9780878080229
Paul H. De Neui, editor

Following Jesus in the Hindu Context | 9780878082889
H. L. Richard, author

For the Joy (Second Edition) | 9781645082200
Miriam Chan, Sophia Russell, editors

From Seed to Fruit (Revised and Enlarged Second Edition)
9780878080366 | J. Dudley Woodberry

Frontline Women (Revised Edition) | 9780878083992
Marguerite G. Kraft; editor

Fruit to Harvest | 9781645081623
Gene Daniels, Pam Arlund, and Jim Haney, editors

George Charles Smith of Penzance | 9780878083947
Roald Kverndal, author

Get Real | 9780878084630
Edward Rommen, author

Available Titles @ missionbooks.org
Global Member Care (Volume 1) | 9780878081134
Kelly O’Donnell, editor

Global Member Care (Volume 2) | 9780878081226
Kelly O’Donnel and Michele Lewis O’Donnell, editors

Global Mission | 9780878085323
Rose Dowsett, editor

Globalization and Its Effects on Urban Ministry in the 
21st Century | 9780878080069 | Susan S. Bake, editor

Glory in Mongolia | 9780878083688
Rick Leatherwood, author

Gospel Unhindered, The | 9780878082568
Doug Priest, editor

Heading Home with Jesus | 9780878080724
Debbie D. Philip, author

Health for All | 9780878085354
Daniel E. Fountain, author

Health, Healing, and Shalom | 9780878085408
Bryant L. Myers, Erin Dufault-Hunter, and Isaac B. Voss, editors

Hidden Triumph in Ethiopia | 9780878086061
Kay Bascom, author

Hinduism | 9780878085149
H. L. Richard, author

Holding the Rope | 9780878086283
Clint Archer, author

Home-Grown Leaders | 9780878082360
Edgar J. Elliston, author

Honor, Shame, and the Gospel | 9781645082804
Christopher Flanders and Werner Mischke, editors

Hybrid World, A | 9781645082880
Sadiri Joy Tira and Juliet Lee Uytanlet, editors 

I Will Do a New Thing | 9780878084500
Roberta H. Winter

Innovation in World Mission | 9780878083978
Derek T. Seipp, author

Insider Church | 9781645082729
S. T. Antonio, author

Integral Ministry Training | 9780878084579
Robert Brynjolfson and Jonathan Lewis, editors

Introduction to Missiological Research Design
9780878084753 | Edgar J. Elliston, editor

Introduction to Missiology | 9780878082063
Alan R. Tippett, author

Is Hearing Enough? | 9780878084623
Don Edwards, author

Issues in Contextualization | 9780878084920
Charles H. Kraft, author

Journey Against One Current | 9780878082735
(Zhi-Dao) Julia Duan, author

Journey With Me | 9781645083955
Herbert F. Lamp Jr., author

Kingdom Partnerships for Synergy in Missions
9780878082490 | William D. Taylor, editor

Korean Missionary Movement, The | 9780878084876
Steve Sang-Cheol Moon, author

Language Learning in Ministry | 9781645083238
Jan Edwards Dormer, author
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Leading Multicultural Teams | 9780878085415
Evelyn Hibbert and Richard Hibbert, authors

Leading with Story | 9780878085309
Rick Sessoms, author

Learning to Lead at the Feet of Jesus | 9781645084143
Todd Poulter, author

Lessons Learned in the Lion’s Den | 9780878086221
Daniel Waheli, author

Life and Impact of Phil Parshall, The | 9781645083368
Kenneth Nehrbass and Mark Williams, editors

Literacy, Bible Reading, and Church Growth Through the Ages
9780878083251 | Morris Watkins, author

Living Water and Indian Bowl | 9780878086115
Swami Dayanand Bharati, author

Local Theology for the Global Church | 9780878081110
M. Cook, R. Haskell, R. Julian, and Natee Tanchanpongs, editors

Longing for Community | 9780878085330
David Greenlee, editor

Made to Love | 9781645082057 | Geoff Peters

Managing Conflict Creatively (30th Anniversary Edition)
9781645083443 | Donald C. Palmer, author

Margins of Islam | 9780878080663
Gene Daniels and Warrick Farah, editors

Media in Church and Mission | 9780878082421
Viggo Sogaard, author

Message and Mission | 9780878087563
Paul A. Beals, author

Millennials and Mission | 9780878085361
James Raymo and Judy Raymo, authors

Ministry to Muslim Women | 9780878083381
Fran Love and Jeleta Eckheart, editors

Missiological Research | 9780878086337
Marvin Gilbert, Alan R. Johnson, and Paul W. Lewis, editors

Mission History of Asian Churches | 9780878084708
Timothy K. Park, editor

Mission in Motion | 9780878080557
Jay Matenga and Malcom Gold, editor

Mission in the Way of Daniel | 9781645084204 
Edward L. Smither, author

Mobilizing Gen Z | 9781645083146
Jolene Erlacher and Katy White, authors 

Mobilizing Movements | 9781645082293
Murray Moerman, author

More Screams, Different Deserts | 9780878085378
Sue Eenigenburg, author

Motus Dei | 9781645083481 | Warrick Farah, editor

Multilingual God, The | 9780878084685
Steve Fortosis, author

Multiplying Churches in Japanese Soil | 9780878085446
John Wm. Mehn, author

Muslim Insider Christ Followers | 9780878084982
Jan Hendrik Prenger, author

Muslims, Magic and the Kingdom of God | 9780878084432
Rick Love, author

My Mother’s Sons | 9780878086252
Patrick Krayer, author

New Patterns for Discipling Hindus | 9780878083060
B. V. Subbamma, author

New Wineskins for Global Mission | 9780878082698
Sharon J. Stockdale and Helen Camlin, editor

No Solitary Effort | 9780878086245 | Neel Roberts, author

North American Mission Handbook | 9780878086320
Peggy E. Newell, editor

On Being a Missionary (Revised Edition) | 9780878083985
Thomas Hale, author

One Gospel for All Nations | 9780878086290
Jackson Wu, author

One World or Many | 9780878084517 | Richard Tiplady, editor

Only One, The | 9781645082330 | Curtis Sergeant, author

Peacemaking | 9780878084456 | Rick Love, author

People for His Name, A (Revised Edition) | 9780878087648
Emilio Antonio Nunez C. and William David Taylor, authors

People Reborn, A | 9780878081745 | Christian Keysser, author

Peoples of the Buddhist World | 9780878083619
Paul Hattaway, author

Peoples on the Move | 9780878083527 
David J. Phillips, author

Pipeline | 9780878085828 | David and Lorane Wilson, editor

Power and Identity in the Global Church | 9780878085132
Brian M. Howell and Edwin Zehner, editors

Preparing Missionaries for Intercultural Communication
9780878084388 | Lyman E. Reed, author

Preparing to Serve | 9780878082605 | C. David Harley, author

Professional Guidelines for Christian English Teachers
9780878084975 | Kitty Barnhouse Purgason, author

Profiles of African-American Missionaries  
9780878080083 | Robert J. Stevens and Brian Johnson, editor

Ralph D. Winter Story, The | 9780878084968
Harold Fickett, author

Recovering from Traumatic Stress | 9780878080205
Stephanie Laite Lanham and Joyce Hartwell Pelletier, authors

Refugee Diaspora | 9780878080854
Sam George and Miriam Adeney, editors

Remembering Jesus | 9781645083870
George W. Murray, author

Reproducible Pastoral Training | 9780878083671
George Patterson, author

Research in Church and Mission | 9780878082711
Viggo Sogaard, author

Restored to Freedom from Fear, Guilt, and Shame
9780878085279 | Paul H. De Neui, editor

Rethinking Hindu Ministry | 9780878085125
H. L. Richard; editor

Roland Allen’s the Ministry of Expansion | 9780878083008
Roland Allen, author

Roots and Remedies of the Dependency Syndrome 
in World Missions | 9780878080137 | Robert Reese, author

Rumbling Volcano, The | 9780878082414
Nabeel Jabbour, author

Sacred Siblings | 9781645082163
Sue Eenigenburg and Suzy Grumelot, authors

School in the Clouds | 9780878083572 | Philip E. Dow, author

Screams in the Desert | 9780878085170
Sue Eenigenburg, author

Searching for the Indigenous Church | 9780878083435
Gene Daniels, author

Seeking the Unseen | 9780878080465 | Paul H. De Neui, editor

Send Me! | 9780878082940 | Steve Hoke & Bill Taylor, editors

Shaping the Future | 9780878080021
Phyllis Kilbourne, editor

Sharing Jesus Effectively in the Buddhist World 
9780878085095 | David Lim, Steve Spaulding, and 
Paul H. De Neui, editors

Sharing Jesus Holistically with the Buddhist World
9780878085088 | David Lim and Steve Spaulding, editors

Sharing Jesus in the Buddhist World | 9780878085064
David Lim and Steve Spaulding, editors

Sixteen Seasons | 9780878084739 | David James, author

Sorrow and Blood | 9780878084722
William D. Taylor, Antonia van der Meer, and Reg Reimer, editors

Spirit Walk (Special Edition) | 9781645082255
Steve Smith, author

Spirit Walk: Study Guide | 9781645083351
Lauren Stone and Laura Smith, authors

Spirituality in Mission | 9780878080564
John Amalraj,  Geoffrey W. Hahn, and William D. Taylor, editors

Spontaneous Combustion | 9780878082650
Mike Berg and Paul Pretiz, authors

St. Luke’s Missiology | 9780878082674 | Harold Dollar, author

Stick Figures Save the World | 9781645083405
Pam Arlund, author

Suffering | 9780878080243 | Paul H. De Neui, editor

Supracultural Gospel | 9781645083788
Mary Lou Codman-Wilson with Alex Zhou 

SWM/SIS at Forty | 9780878083497 | Charles H. Kraft, author

Teaching English for Reconciliation | 9780878085439
Jan Edwards Dormer and Cheryl Woelk, authors

Teaching English in Missions | 9780878085262
Jan Edwards Dormer, author

Tearing Down Strongholds | 9780878082407
Richard A. Webster, author

Telling God’s Stories with Power | 9780878084654
Paul F. Koehler, author

That Man Who Came to Us | 9780878080144
Sawai Chinnawong and Paul H. De Neui, authors

The Global House Church Movement | 9780878083428
Rad Zdero, author

Third of Us, A | 9781645084037 | Marvin J. Newell, author

Through God’s Eyes (Revised Edition) | 9780878083954
Patrick O. Cate, author

To the Ends of the Earth (Second Edition) | 9781645081661
Malcom Hunter, author
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Unfamiliar Paths | 9780878082780
David E. Bjork, author

Unity through Repentance | 9781645083115
Thomas Cogdell with Amy Cogdell

Unveiling God | 9780878084548 | Martin Parsons, author

Vietnam’s Christians | 9780878083046 | Reg Reimer, author

Village Medical Manual (Seventh Edition) | 9780878080601
Mary Vanderkooi, author

Vulnerable Mission | 9780878085248 | Jim Harries, author

Waking the Giant | 9780878083725 | Ryan Shaw, author

Walking Together on the Jesus Road | 9780878080694
Evelyn Hibbert and Richard Hibbert, authors

Way of the Sea, The | 9780878083664
Roald Kverndal, author

Wealth and Piety | 9780878080793 | Karen L. H. Shaw, author

Wealth, Women, and God | 9780878086238
Miriam Adeney and Sadiri Joy Tira, authors

Where No One Has Heard | 9780878086313
Ken Wilson, author

Where There Is Now a Church | 9781645083313
James Nelson, editor

To Timbuktu and Beyond | 9780878080151
Marsha Woodard, author

Too Valuable to Lose | 9780878082773
William D. Taylor, editor

Toward Respectful Understanding and Witness among Muslims 
9780878080182 | Evelyne A. Reisacher, Joseph L. Cumming, 
Dean S. Gilliland, and Charles E. Van Engen, editors

Trailblazers for Translators | 9780878082056
Anna Marie Dahlquist, author

Training Missionaries | 9780878085477
Evelyn Hibber and Richard Hibbert, authors

Transforming Mission Theology | 9780878086351
Charles Van Engen, author

Translating Christ | 9780878086191 | Hugh Steven, author

Twenty-Five Unbelievable Years, 1945-1969, The
9780878081028 | Ralph D. Winter, author

Uncharted Mission | 9781645084112 | D. C. Keane, author

Understanding Dreams from God | 9780878083602
Scott Breslin and Mike Jones, authors

Understanding Insider Movements | 9780878080410
John J. Travis and Harley Talman, editors

Understanding Latin Americans | 9780878081172
Eugene A. Nida, author

Where There Was No Church (2nd edition) | 9781645083276
EJ Martin, editor

Why Didn’t You Come Sooner? | 9780878080045
Richard Varberg, author

Wise As Serpents, Harmless As Doves | 9780878082124
Jonathan Chao, author

Women and Leadership (Revised Edition) | 9781645083078
Nelson Hayashida, author

World Mission (Combined Edition) | 9780878082377
Jonathan Lewis, editor
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